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Up to the present time, thirteen particular solutions of this problem were 
reported by various authors. These solutions can be devlded Into two groups. 
First group will contain the solutions found under the condition that the 
center of gravity lies on the principal axis of the ellipsoid of gyration. 
We find there solutions by Zhukovskll cl] (*), Lagrange, Kowalewski c3], 
Chaplygln 143, three solutions utlllzlng polynomial Integrals [5] and the 
solution of Sretenskli [6] generalizing the Corlachev-Chaplygln case of Inte- 
grabillty [73. In the remaining five solutions, conditions defining the 
position of the center of gravity are less restrictive. It can be arbitrary 
when the rotation of the body is uniform (solution with three linear lnte- 
grals [8]). In the solution with two linear Integrals [9] and In three solu- 
tions with one linear Integral cl0 to 123, the center of gravity lies on the 
principal plane. Last five equations have a common feature. In each of them 
a linear Integral occurs. 

The solution presented In this paper is outside the first group since the 
center of gravity lies on the principal plane (not on the principal axis). 
Integrals In It are however, unlike In the second group, nonlinear. 

The problem of motion of a heavy rigid body with one fixed point, Is 
reduced to a system of two differential equations of first order [13]. This 
system Is equivalent to one differential equation of second order, which is, 
In general, very complex. If however one of the special coordinate axes 
coincides with the principal axis, then the problem can be reduced to one, 
relatively simple equation. This method is utilized to obtain another par- 
ticular solution to our problem. 

1. Let k, I1 and XB be a gyrostatic moment constant with respect to 
the body and x + X , u + k1 and I + X, be the angular moment of the 

l ) Plukovskll gave the Integrals and geometrical Interpretation of the motion 
of the body for the case when the center of gravity coincides with the fixed 
point, and the gyrostatic moment Is arbitrary. When the latter becomes zero, 
Khhukovskll's solution reduces to Euler's solution. Quadratures In aukov- 
ski's solution were later referred to by Volterra [2]. 
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(r + iTI) I 2 g + (5 + a) ha - i (Y + hl) a2} 
Is found on the left-hand side, hence utilizing (l.g), we obtain 

x 

2 

+ F(y(5),0)~~ (~~)'c)(expiaz\ X(Yyz) T)y&l= 
s * 
x0 0 

= a$i + (aly2 + 2bxy + ax2 - 2E) ‘2 (1.12) 

Substituting Into the latter X, Y and F from (1.7), (1.8) and (l.lO), 
we obtain lntegro-dlffer'entlal equation defining the function y = v(x). 
With the latter hewn, 
found from (1.9). 

the relation between y and ylr and x , can be 

gives us ya= ya(x) 
Noxt I - z(x) Is determined by (l.ll), afterwhlch (1.8) 
and (1.7)' produces the relationship between x and t 

after completing the quadrature. 

2. Analogous results can be obtained by another method mentioned In the 
Introduction. Two equations which under the conditions (1.5) and (1.6) have 
only even powers of 2 , are 

(2.1) 

(Y + hl) x dg - [(x + h) a2 + 2 dg_1z2 = 0 (y, 2) 

{f X ‘g + (UIY + W (2 + h) - (az: i by) (Y + L)r + 
+ (‘2)” .a2 + {; (axa + aly2 -+ a.#) + bzy - 8)” = P 

@ (Y, 5) = 2 (as + by) (y + h$ + (5 + h) (as2 - aly2 - 2n,h1y - Zz&z - 2E) - 2 k 

First of them Is linear ln 3 . Substituting 
x 

z2= zo2exp " (5 + A) aa + 2dY (Y (5)~ c)/dQc + 
iv(a) -I- k) X (Y(G), G) 

ro 

Into (2.1), we obtain the equation connecting y and x , equivalent to 
(1.12). In the following however, (1.12) will be found more convenelent In 
use. 

3. If a,- a,, E uatlon (1.12) can be radically elmpllfled. This Condl- 
tlon, together with ? 1.5), means that the first coordinate axle on which we 
have the center of gravity Is perpendicular to the circular cross section 
of the gyratory ellipsoid 1143. 

We shall now introduce a new variable 5 

x = E + xh, (x = a,/ b) (3.1) 

Relationships from Section 1, will now take the form (3.2) 
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m= 2 
6c + 2q - n 

rtb2 ;- aI2 b’c - c2 +(a - Ql)C - + (4 - a*)2 - 62 

Relations (3.11, (4.21, (4.51, (4.3) and (4.6) give the basic vwbmee 
X, y, 8, y, yl and ya as functions of 5 , which, by (4.71, is an elliptic 
function of time. 

We can complete the solution by showing conditions satisfied by the COef- 
ficients c, c1 and cz of the pal on&al (4.1) The latter nhauld convert 

into an identity. Putting (T1) Into (3.j), let us utilize (4.3) and 
Comparing the coefficients of like powers of g , we obtain six 

relations. Two of them vanish for any C, c1 and co, while the remaining 
four can, using the notation of (4.4) and (4.8), be written as 

2mel + 2msc + bzq + (a&~ + bh) bs -t ic - T h’ + 

+ [2bcl -+- albb - (a - ~1) ah + b%J s’ = 0 WV 

2na3el + 2m~c+b%~+(a~h1 +bWbs~+ to- q)W 4 

+ [2bq + albh -(u - UI) & + b”ht[ si $- CC& = 0 (4.10) 

bk=; 
{ 

m2c1 + nw + c0c1 
i 

e - 9)) + (41 + b?J $0 + 

+ I2c1+ a& + bhl - (a - a~) x&l so’ + cosl (4.11) 

Putting (4.4) and (4.8) into (4.9) we find c and c1 

6c=2.E-a-a1 

6 (4bs + ~2) &I={* [6b2 + (2~ - a) al] - (7b2 + a12) al} bA - 

- 
c 
y I(7al -_ 2~) bZ + 2ul (~2 - aal + a%)] - 264 - 2 (3a1- a) a,b2 - (a + al) a?} XI 

R=& Jf3b~+a~a-aa~+a2 

Energy constant & Is Included In m 
constant k is given by (4.11). 

s and can be found from (4.10), while 

Substitution of (4.3) and (4.6) Into 

Yz + rP + r,! = ra 

gives the equation connecting c,, and P 

s$ + so‘* + 4 F Sl' 4 
4 
-j$-(c+za + 2CClrnl-- c%o2)= l? 

and the resulting solution has eight independent parameters 

PaWmeter CO 26 found from (4.7), while a0 will appear during the deter- 
mlnation of the position of the body In space, 
presented In Sections 1.5 and 1.6 of [13]. 

baaed on kinematic equations 
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